
 

    

 
 

 
Laval, March 30, 2022 - The Armand-Frappier Bioscience Interpretation Centre, known as the Armand-
Frappier Museum since its opening in 1994, is becoming the Musée de la santé Armand-Frappier and is 
launching a new website in anticipation of the opening of its new premises in the fall of 2022. 
 
These new spaces, larger and adapted to museum functions, will allow the institution to accommodate its 
growing public. In the wake of this major project, the Museum is confirming its unique mission in Quebec: 
fostering an understanding of human health sciences in order to contribute to the well-being of individuals 
and communities. As a social force for knowledge transmission, the Museum hopes to inspire citizens from 
all walks of life to act together to address the health challenges of today and tomorrow, as Dr. Frappier did. 
 
The renewed social designation has three essential elements that represent the DNA of the institution:  
• the word “Museum”, which means a place of preservation and presentation of heritage and a place of 

exchange and education to explore societal issues and create a blueprint for a better world; 
• the word “health”, the theme to which the institution is dedicated, an essential subject for the well-

being of humanity, other species, and the environment; and, 
• the name of Dr. Frappier, a testament to the institution’s commitment to the work of this pioneer in 

preventive medicine and its willingness to publicize it. 
 
“In recent years, we have consulted our stakeholders, reflected on our strategic development and, above 
all, imagined the cultural project we wanted to propose to our audiences. The name Musée de la santé 
Armand-Frappier is therefore quite natural,” says Rosemonde Mandeville, Chair of the Museum’s Board of 
Directors. 
 
“My team and I are excited to welcome our visitors to the Museum’s new setting. The educational and 
cultural programming of the coming years will allow us to explore the theme of health from various angles, 
in a multidisciplinary and accessible way, while inviting questions, reflection, and active exploration”, 
indicates Guylaine Archambault, General Director of the Museum. “With the help of our partners, we want to 
create wonder and satisfy the curiosity of our visitors; in short, we want to equip all of us to take care of 
ourselves, our community, and our planet,” she added. 
 
Design of a contemporary and dynamic visual identity 
This renewed designation, developed in collaboration with the agency Tam-Tam\TBWA, has been rendered 
into a modern, dynamic, and credible visual identity. Violet Blue was chosen as the main colour. The latter 
offers continuity with the brand’s history and is distinctive in the ecosystem of organizations dedicated to 
museology and scientific communication. The globular F. symbol of the logo evokes the organic forms of the 
living world and will become a flagship element of the brand, especially thanks to its use on digital 
platforms. As for the typeface selected, it affirms the resolutely contemporary character of the institution. 
 
“It is a real honour to have created and given life to the new brand image of this Laval institution. It is not 
every day that we have the chance to propel the legacy of a man of science, who through his research has 



 

made a real difference in the lives of all humans,” explains Manuel Ferrarini, Vice President, Creative 
Director at Tam-Tam\TBWA. 
 
Launch of the Museum’s new website 
The unveiling of the new identity of the Musée de la santé Armand-Frappier is accompanied by the launch of 
a new website accessible at museefrappier.org. Like the Museum, this site intuitively presents all its 
educational and cultural programming. Practical information for planning a visit to the Museum is easily 
accessible for individuals, families, and groups. The Scientific area section provides access to additional 
content, including several videos, and will be regularly enhanced over the months and years. A personalized 
space to record information and souvenirs during your visit to the Museum will be added soon. 
 
Chacha communications has guided the Museum in the design and implementation of this new website. “We 
are very proud to have accompanied the Museum in the redesign of its website! A true gateway to the 
Museum’s amusing and educational universe, this site represents the soul of the institution. I am convinced 
that this modern, dynamic, and ergonomic site will improve the digital experience for museum visitors,” said 
Annie Chartier, General Director of Chacha communications. 
 
Thanks to our partners 
The renewal of the identity of the Musée de la santé Armand-Frappier and the design of its new website were 
carried out with the support of the City of Laval and the Ministère des Affaires municipales et de l’Habitation. 
 
“The Government of Quebec has proudly supported the Museum’s revitalization of its programming in recent 
years and the preparation necessary for its grand reopening in a larger building that will allow it to offer new 
exhibitions for its visitors,” said Christopher Skeete, Member of Parliament for Sainte-Rose, on behalf of 
Andrée Laforest, of the Ministère des Affaires municipales et de l’Habitation. 
 
“I am convinced that the new identity and website unveiled today will become great levers to promote the 
Museum and increase its profile. The Museum’s renewed positioning bodes well to help ensure its influence 
in its new premises, which will be inaugurated in fall 2022, a major project in which the City of Laval is a 
proud partner,” added Flavia Alexandra Novac, municipal councillor for Sainte-Rose. 
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